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COPELAND’S 
VISION FOR 
TRANSFORMATION

ABOUT
COPELAND

An introduction from Copeland Borough Council Chief Executive Officer, Pat Graham…

The proposals for an advanced robotics centre in Copeland align 
well with our economic strategy, captured in the Copeland Vision 
2040 and Cumbria Nuclear Prospectus. Our plan is to build on 
our decommissioning capability and commercialise the world-
leading innovation that takes place here, to diversify Copeland’s 
economy into new sectors including digital and robotics. This is 
key to futureproofing and levelling up our economy.

The value to society of the R&D and innovation required to deliver 
the Sellafield mission safer, sooner and cheaper is significant, 
so, the creation of a viable innovation pipeline will unleash the 
full potential of this unique aspect of our economy. There is clear 
synergy with our flagship cluster development programme, the 
Intelligent Solutions Hub, which will support more effective delivery 
of the Sellafield mission, while building on our intellectual capital to 
drive economic diversification and growth into adjacent sectors. 
The advanced robotics centre would add to and benefit from the 
collaboration opportunities provided by the local innovation and 
education ecosystem, with links to Whitehaven Digital Grid, the 
Buzz Station, the North Shore development, Westlakes Science 
Park, University of Manchester Dalton Facility and strong schools 
and further education networks.

This proposal represents an acknowledgement by our anchor institutions 
of the importance of innovation in creating wider societal outcomes, 
importantly in driving digital social mobility through the creation of 
high-value, highly-skilled employment and training opportunities for 
our talented young people.

Copeland is located in West Cumbria and covers 285 
square miles, two thirds of which are located within the Lake 
District National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site. The 
borough has been identified as one of the most affordable 
places to live in the UK, in the top 10 places to raise a 
family, and the second happiest place to live in Britain in a 
2018 Office for National Statistics well-being survey. This 
truly is the best place to Live, Work and Visit.

As well as our stunning natural environment of mountains, 
lakes and coastal landscapes, Copeland has a rich 
industrial heritage, and is home to Sellafield, NNL Central 
Labs, University of Manchester Dalton Facility. We have 
a vibrant supply chain providing engineering, technical, 
research and professional services to the nuclear industry, 
which accounts for circa. 60% of employment and 
economic activity in Copeland.

Our strategy is to grow as an Innovative Place, by 
commercialising the innovation, research and development 
that is inherent in Copeland by bringing our anchor 
knowledge institutions together, maximising the innovation 
found at the intersections of different sectors, 
resulting in competitive advantage coming from 
spill-overs between them.

70,300
residents
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OUR PEOPLE 
AND SKILLS
Cumbria is a Centre of Nuclear Excellence:
our people are the driving force of the
UK’s nuclear sector, and our academic
institutions are growing the nuclear
workforce of the future

Cumbria is home to a density of higher-level skills and
nuclear expertise that cannot be found anywhere else in
Europe. Our capability spans the full fuel cycle, including
generation, operations, reprocessing, waste management and
decommissioning as well as Research & Development (R&D),
nuclear materials transportation, manufacturing and robotics. All
of this is connected with the UK and the world by logistics hubs at
the Ports of Workington and Barrow, Carlisle Airport and the M6.

We are host to the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
headquarters, the Sellafield site, UK Low Level Waste Repository,
BAE Systems Submarines shipyard and National Nuclear
Laboratory’s central labs. Our nuclear sites support the UK civil
and defence nuclear sectors, with important links to academic
institutions and R&D programmes in the UK and around the world.

Our inherent nuclear and wider energy supply chain capability is
reflected in the Britain’s Energy Coast Business Cluster (BECBC), 
a 325-strong member organisation including global multinationals
and local SMEs from public, private, academic and third sectors.
BECBC is the UK’s strongest regional business enterprise cluster:
this is Cumbrian Collaboration with Global Reach.

Our academic and training facilities include University of
Manchester Dalton Facility, Energus – host to the world-leading
nucleargraduates programme, National College for Nuclear, Gen2
and the Energy Coast UTC. With over 2,000 trainees on graduate
and apprentice programmes at any time, we are creating the
nuclear workforce of the future.

Our Centre of Nuclear Excellence is connected into the combined
capability of the wider North West Nuclear Arc, including uranium
enrichment facilities at Capenhurst and unique nuclear fuel
manufacturing facilities at Springfields, the Nuclear Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (NAMRC) and world-leading
academic institutions across the Arc.
We are in a unique position to build on our history as pioneers of
the nuclear industry, to become significant contributors to the
UK’s Net Zero ambitions, and a major growth engine for the UK
economy and the Northern Powerhouse.

KEY STATISTICS

GVA CONTRIBUTION P.A

£2.5bn
in Cumbria

>£3.5bn
UK from Cumbria

22%
of Cumbria’s GVA

PEOPLE AND EMPLOYMENT 
IN CUMBRIA

31%
of UK nuclear workforce

27,000
people

400
Graduates on programmes

1,600
Apprentices on programmes

UK EMPLOYMENT

70,000- 
80,000
including direct, indirect 

and induced jobs

UK EMPLOYMENT

>400
Companies

8,000
Employed

Existing Nuclear Capabilities in Cumbria

With headquarters in Cumbria, the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority 
(NDA) is an executive non-departmental public body, tasked with cleaning 
up the UK’s legacy civil nuclear sites.

Established by the NDA to provide strategic transport services to
support decommissioning, Direct Rail Services now employs 450
people providing services to a range of sectors beyond nuclear.

From pioneering civil nuclear power in the 1950’s, and leading subsequent 
UK/International fuel reprocessing programmes, Sellafield Ltd is now a 
world-leading centre for decommissioning and environmental remediation.

Since 1959, the BAE Systems Submarines shipyard in Barrow
has been the home and centre of excellence for the design,
manufacture, fabrication, integration and commissioning of
small and increasingly modular nuclear power plant.

The national Low-Level Waste Repository (LLWR) located
south of Sellafield is a strategic asset for the UK supporting the
disposition of low level nuclear-contaminated materials from a
variety of industry sectors.

International Nuclear Services is an expert in irradiated fuel
management and transportation of nuclear materials. No other
company in the world can offer the breadth of design, licensing
and nuclear transport experience.

Westlakes Science & Technology Park osts a cluster of science,
engineering and professional services firms supplying the
nuclear sector, including multinationals and local specialist SMEs,
with international market penetration.

Sellafield Ltd

LLW Repository Ltd

KEY

Clusters of supply chain companies

Inactive development & testing facility

Sea port

Airport

Nuclear licensed site

Key town (scaled for size)

Railways

Motorway

A roads

Nuclear education & skills

Nuclear engineering

Nuclear technology & scientific research

Nuclear design/engineering/services

Nuclear construction & plant services

Transport & logistics services

Submarine design and shipbuilding

Professional services

Nuclear licensed site support services

Engineering support services

Number of supply chain companies 
(Supply chain companies based 
on BECBC members ca. 2018)

00

With globally unique facilities, National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL)
is arguably a world-leading centre for research & development
in nuclear fuel technologies, covering manufacture, testing and
reactor operations support.
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Together, the Copeland Vision 2040 and Cumbria 
Nuclear Prospectus set the long term strategic 
ambition for this place.

The principles by which we will achieve our vision are:

 • A diverse and resilient economy with sustainable incomes

 • Levelling Up: prosperity and opportunity for all – thriving 
communities

 • A zero carbon economy, in sync with our natural environment

 • A digital, data-informed economy

 • Working in partnership and collaboration with our anchor 
institutions and the businesses that operate here to build an 
inclusive economy

Our ambition is for Copeland to be:

• A globally-recognised place of innovation 
and opportunity

Cumbria Nuclear Prospectus

The Cumbria Nuclear Prospectus sets out a vision for Energising 
the Energy Coast – building on our industrial, academic and 
supply chains strengths to develop a Clean Energy Park around 
Moorside and Sellafield. This vision includes aspirations for 
new clean energy infrastructure developments, making West 
Cumbria a major clean energy hub for the UK, as well as 
supporting more effective delivery of legacy missions through 
robotics, AI and digital applications.

PIONEERING NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION:

Creation of a viable innovation pipeline is key to unlocking the full 
potential of Cumbria’s future economy. A joined-up programme 
of research, development, testing and application will enable us 
to successfully commercialise these innovations.

Robotics, AI and Digital are the levers by which to create greater 
value from the investment at Sellafield. Sellafield provides the 
“pull” for innovation to deliver its mission safer, sooner and 
cheaper to meet the UK’s Nuclear Sector Deal 20% Legacy 
Cost Reduction commitment.

By commercialising this innovation, we will not only increase 
productivity, but create spin-off and start-up enterprises based 
on commercialisation of innovation, growing our digital economy 
and opening doors to new domestic and export markets.

The advanced robotics hub is identified as the “main investment 
proposal”, so we need to refer to this being a core part of our 
vision and economic strategy.

The Vision includes a commitment to developing the digital 
economy in Copeland, with a focus on Robotics and AI. 
Robotics and AI, as capabilities developed by Copeland’s anchor 
institutions, are identified as Future Growth Sectors: those with 
high growth potential, focusing particularly on building on existing 
strengths to grow the green economy.

SELLAFIELD AS A LIVING LAB

The Sellafield site is a de facto technological test bed on which to 
develop, deploy & prove (TRL4-7) cutting edge decommissioning, 
waste management & remediation technologies for delivery of 
domestic remediation missions and for export. 
We will use digital innovation, technology and big data to assess 
and masterplan future activities on the site, becoming an exemplar 
industrial smart city and test bed for globally significant innovation. 
Sellafield will reduce its energy demand and decarbonise its 
operations using locally available low carbon energy.
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ENERGISING THE ENERGY COASTCOPELAND VISION 2040

• A major clean energy hub for the UK

• A sustainable place, with a resilient economy that 
supportsthriving communities
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INDUSTRIAL 
SOLUTIONS HUB

WHITEHAVEN -
MICRO CITY TEST BED

INNOVATION ENERGY

Drones ( delivery, mapping, 
safety, etc.); personal 
connected travel 

Superfast, connected digital 
infrastructure; connected 
place (parking, services, 
etc); application of emerging 
technology in real-time for 
R&D, visitor attractions, 
business improvement; 
attraction new businesses 
and residents

Data science degrees; 
university partner; innovation 
in digital; live application 
of use cases in “micro 
city”; students; vibrancy on 
harbourside

Connected PV and energy 
storage; wind; management 
of (future) personal 
connected travel

Sensors for air quality 
monitoring; live interactions 
or applications for weather/
power/consump tion/
behaviours; EV (cars and 
other vehicles); IoT and digital  
heating/cooling 

Live data and digital heating 
centre (Big Data Campus); 
off-grid energy; sustainable 
building; live experimentation; 
heat from waste; district 
heating from local resources; 
clean energy and digital 
resource centre

Introduction of digital into fishing 
industry, and application of 
Blue Economy thinking re:  
sustainability and profitability 

Wind and tidal (tides as high as 8m 
– area already identified as potential 
for tidal energy). Suggest trialling Blue 
Economy thinking: https://bps.energy/ 
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As the first planned town in the UK and creator of today’s 
grid city layout, Whitehaven is uniquely placed to become a 
demonstrator of smart place solutions, connecting residents, 
businesses, entrepreneurs and students, with the aim of 
commercial replication in towns and cities around the world. 
A place, where Smart City innovations can be created, tested 
and implemented – large enough to be significant and small 
enough to be controlled, to allow replication beyond the test.

This is local government, businesses and communities using 
urban disruptive thinking to create a living lab, to test the 
integration of technology, design, environment and society, 
delivering better outcomes for all. A place for market-creating 
and market-changing innovations, that embraces the new and 

remoulds the old, with the objective of creating a vibrant, 
thriving and inclusive economy, and results that can be 
replicated at scale.

This will result in the creation of new jobs in “future industries”, 
acceleration towards a Net Zero carbon society, and digital 
upskilling to support this new economy.

The key enabling component will be a secure, shared, digital 
infrastructure - The Digital Grid - which will be installed over the 
harbour and town centre, providing ubiquitous gigabit connectivity 
speeds, and supporting a Big Data Campus, home to universities 
and commercial organisations leading on education, research and 
collaboration in digital and green energy sectors.

Whitehaven Micro City Street Lab Project 

Digital Grid (and air/light innovation) 

Digital Grid (street level) 

Big Data Campus 

Seascape

The concept of a Robotics and Artificial Intelligence Centre 
of Excellence is complementary to the Copeland Borough 
Council Industrial Solutions Hub (ISH). The ISH Programme 
is a new intervention by regional leaders with the objective of 
creating a diverse and sustainable economy for West Cumbria, 
less dependent on Sellafield Ltd.

A new economic model for the region is envisaged; more 
outward-looking and export-oriented.

The ISH Programme aims to maximise the share of this more 
sustainable Sellafield-driven economy for the region. 
The scope of the new organisation’s activities will fill significant 
gaps in the current arrangements, with a focus on cluster-
creation activities.

The Programme objective is to create a ‘Cumbria Advantage’ 
to incentivise supply chain organisations to locate, grow, 
export and diversify from the region. The intervention strategy 
is a combination of ‘cluster-building’ activities to deliver a 
competitive advantage to regionally located firms and a 
dramatic increase in the commercialisation of experience and 
capability on the Sellafield site, triggered by the Sellafield Ltd 
strategy to increase its engagement of the supply chain.

Research into international cluster building has informed the 
Programme’s two Projects – 

i. the creation of a new organisation dedicated to the creation of 
a cluster and 

ii. the development of a new campus to provide bespoke 
facilities and a central visible hub where stakeholders can 
witness the cluster in action.

The ISH programme is a key component of Copeland Borough 
Council’s Economic Vision 2040 and the wider Cumbria Nuclear 
Prospectus. Industrial cluster development is supported by the 
NDA’s socio-economic strategy, and ISH is central to the Town 
Investment Plan to drive regeneration in Cleator Moor.

The Sellafield site is already a technological test bed for the 
development and deployment of cutting-edge technologies and 
best practice. Innovation, expertise and experience gained 
by Sellafield and its suppliers have already created robust 
capabilities in areas such as:

• Remote handling and robotics/AI
• Waste treatment and land remediation         
• Cyber security
• Advanced manufacturing
• Radiometrics
• Control systems
• Radiological protection
• Digital engineering and asset management
• Programme and project management.
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SITING 
LOCATIONS
There are a number of options for how the advanced robotics
and AI hub fits with the local spatial development strategy

Located out of an immediate town centre location

1. Leconfield Campus, Cleator Moor, CA25 5QB
The campus for the first phase of the Industrial Solutions Hub – the central component of the “Enterprising Town” theme 
of the Cleator Moor Town Investment Plan. Initially, ISH phase 1 will be focussed on robotics, remote handling and AI, 
radiometrics and control systems, making this the perfect home for the Advanced Robotic Hub with access to directly 
relevant and adjacent capabilities and facilities.

3. Westlakes Science Park, Moor Row, CA24 3JZ
Westlakes Science & Technology Park hosts a number of science, engineering and professional services firms supplying 
the nuclear sector, including multinationals and local specialist SMEs, with international market penetration, and is 
the home of the University of Manchester Dalton Facility. This is an important supporting employment site, primarily 
supporting office-based professional services activity.

4. Skills hub @ Lillyhall, CA14 4JW
The home of National College for Nuclear Northern Hub, Energus, nucleargraduates and cyber graduates, 
Lillyhall is an important supporting site for industry developments. This out of town skills hub is the least 
preferred option for location of the Advanced Robotics Hub as siting here would produce minimal economic 
gain in Copeland’s Towns and key employment sites.

2. North Shore, Whitehaven, CA28 6AX
Home to the Big Data Campus as well as the Buzz Station and Watershed facilities on Whitehaven Harbour, incubating 
digital and creative businesses, supporting talented entrepreneurs to start up and scale up. Through dedicated higher 
education programmes and business support, we will foster the generation of business people and social entrepreneurs 
who will create our future economy.

Our preferred option
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COPELAND 
ELECTED MAYOR
MIKE STARKIE

COPELAND MEMBER 
OF PARLIAMENT
TRUDY HARRISON

Copeland has firmly established itself as an 

international Centre of Nuclear Excellence 

across the nuclear fuel cycle.

We are recognised globally as a place of innovation and 
opportunity, with a skilled and committed workforce, supply 
chain and supportive community that will be essential in 
supporting Government to deliver a balanced energy policy as 
well as delivering ongoing legacy missions more effectively.

We are also mindful of our collective responsibility to create 
positive legacies for the future. For decades, the UK nuclear 
power industry, born in Copeland, has provided reliable low 
carbon electricity that continues to keep the lights on and 
powers the industries and infrastructure that we all rely on 
every day.

Activities at Sellafield and LLWR in Copeland continue to 
support critical national infrastructure, but decommissioning is 
only one part of our future economy. We will support the UK’s 
energy transition and green economic recovery by harnessing 
the world-leading robotics and AI capabilities developed in 
overcoming uniquely complex decommissioning challenges 
at Sellafield. By doing so, we will facilitate cross-transfer and 
access to new opportunities in fusion energy, helping to grow 
a diverse and resilient, future-facing economy in Copeland.

In Copeland, we have an indisputable 

capability; nowhere in the world could you find 

such a concentration of nuclear knowledge, 

skills and innovation, bordering some of the 

most beautiful surroundings in the UK and even 

the world.

Delivery of the Prime Minister’s ambitious Ten Point Plan for a 
Green Industrial Revolution and the Energy White Paper will 
require investment into innovation and new technologies to 
deliver ongoing missions safer, sooner and to accelerate our 
path to Net Zero, by making the UK a world-leader in fusion 
technology.

Copeland is the original Centre of Nuclear Excellence and 
Sellafield is viewed as a global benchmark for technology and 
management innovation. The advanced robotics and AI hub 
in Copeland will be a trailblazer of innovation and technology, 
driving a green recovery, creating high-value jobs and 
opportunities in an exciting industry, and helping to level up 
West Cumbria’s rural, industrial economy.

In February 2017 Trudy became Copeland’s first female and 
first Conservative MP with her campaign pledges supporting 
nuclear, road, rail, and digital investment along with a strong 
focus on health and education.

For more information see https://www.trudyharrison.co.uk/
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CONTACT
For further information please direct all communication to Rob Ward,
Strategic Nuclear & Energy Manager

Copeland Borough Council

Market Hall

Market Place

Whitehaven

Cumbria

CA28 7JG

nuclear&energy@copeland.gov.uk

07909 448247

For general information about Copeland 

Borough Council www.copeland.gov.uk
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CHIEF SALES OFFICER ASSYSTEM UK
AND CHAIR OF NIA FUSION GROUP
MATT GALLIMORE

“Cumbria has been the beating heart of the 

UK’s nuclear industry for over seven decades. 

If the county is to maintain its status as a leader 

in nuclear technology as well as help the UK 

decarbonise to meet its vital netzero 2050 

targets, it must build on this existing heritage 

by looking at new high-value growth areas. 

For this reason, Assystem is a partner of Copeland Borough 
Council with regard to its proposals to establish an Advanced 
Robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) centre in Copeland. An 
essential component of the Copeland Vision 2040 and Cumbria 
Nuclear Prospectus, the advanced robotics centre will inject new 
jobs, skills, investment, and innovation into the regional economy 
delivering on the UK Government’s mission to ‘level up’ the regions.  

Robotics and AI are not just key areas of future economic 
growth but will be crucial in enabling Cumbria and the UK to 
develop new nuclear technologies such as Small Modular 
Reactors (SMRs) and Nuclear Fusion. The robotics and AI 
centre will future-proof Cumbria’s economy for decades to 
come – indeed, a key pillar of the proposals is training the 
next generation of engineers. 

The centre will enable Cumbria to nurture new innovative 
technologies with a range of project partners laying a 
collaborative platform where the private and public sectors 
work closely with the UK’s academic institutions to create a 
sustainable eco-system. 

Assystem has a proud track record in delivering what we 
say we will deliver.  It is for good reason that Assystem is 
recognised as the second largest engineering and advanced 
project management company in the global nuclear sector.  
We are excited by the potential of the new robotics centre and 
will work in close collaboration with Copeland Borough Council 
to push forward this project.”



Thank-you to our strategic industry partners at Assystem
for their valuable contribution in creating this publication.


